RELAZIONE DI FINE SCAMBIO
End-of-exchange report

Istruzioni
Indicare di seguito tutte le informazioni che possano essere utili ad altri studenti che
parteciperanno ad uno scambio. Preferibilmente in lingua inglese, lunghezza min. 2500 parole +
possibili immagini, file di max. dimensione 2MB in formato PDF. Questo documento sarà
pubblicato nel sito web della Scuola.
/ Instructions
Please indicate below any information that may be useful to other students taking part in an
exchange. Preferably in English, length min. 2500 words + possible images, files of max.
Dimension 2 MB in PDF format. This document will be published on the School’s website.
Informazioni generiche / General informations
Anno Accademico di Scambio:
2020-2021
Academic Year of Exchange

Nome della Sede in scambio:
Name of the Exchange School FH Salzburg University

Cognome e Nome: Tremolada Anna
Surname and Name

Stato:
Country

Matricola:
Registration

868179

Codice Sede:
Exchange code

Corso di studio:
Study course

Integrated Product Design

Tipo di scambio:
Type of exchange

Erasmus+

Anno di corso:
Year of course

2

Semestre di scambio:
Exchange semester

2

Email:
Email

anna.tremolada@outlook.com Docente promotore:
Promoter

Austria

Marcello Galbiati

Racconta la tua esperienza di scambio / Tell us about your exchange experience:
I did the second semester of the second year of my master's degree in Salzburg. I left in
mid-February and returned in early July. I enjoyed my experience very much because of the
place I was in, being passionate about mountains and nature, I was able to explore and do many
excursions during these months. As for the university, having practically concluded my studies at
the Politecnico I attended two courses a little different from those held in Milan related to product
design because I wanted to experience something different closer to the field of communication
design. In fact, Erasmus allows you to experience different courses and is a unique opportunity. I
took a course in graphic design and one in photography, which were very interesting and also
quite easy in relation to the standards of the Politecnico. Unfortunately the teaching was online so
I couldn't live the university life on campus but having a lot of free time I started to write my thesis
on alpine design. The city is very small compared to Milan, you can easily walk around and this
allowed me to explore a lot and feel more at home. The city has a unique charm and with the
snow in winter is even more magical. Since I didn't have classes in attendance, I found myself
making friends with my roommates and other groups of kids, ending up having artists, dancers
or musicians as friends! So I lived in a totally different environment, the stimuli that this semester
gave me were less related to design or technical aspects but it allowed me to reflect more on my
person. If you like nature and outdoor sports it's the ideal place, I spent the first few months
skiing then in the summer we went climbing and I did some great bike rides (from Salzburg to
Vienna on the Danube cycle path!). Also around the city there are several beautiful lakes. The
things that destabilized me were the fact that in Austria everything closes early, given the
pandemic situation, the supermarkets were already closed at 18, and on Sundays. They have a
much quieter approach to life compared to the rhythms of Milan, no one works in the evening
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or musicians as friends! So I lived in a totally different environment, the stimuli that this semester
gave me were less related to design or technical aspects but it allowed me to reflect more on my
person. If you like nature and outdoor sports it's the ideal place, I spent the first few months
skiing then in the summer we went climbing and I did some great bike rides (from Salzburg to
Vienna on the Danube cycle path!). Also around the city there are several beautiful lakes. The
things that destabilized me were the fact that in Austria everything closes early, given the
pandemic situation, the supermarkets were already closed at 18, and on Sundays. They have a
much quieter approach to life compared to the rhythms of Milan, no one works in the evening
and the weekend is sacred. The evening life in the city between the different student residences
is very active, there are often parties and events. Trains and transportation work perfectly.
German is very difficult but slowly you get into the logic of the language and it becomes fun. In
short, it was an experience full of adventure and nature that I would definitely do again!
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